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(CHORUS)
you a astronaut chick
&' that's the only thing that matter to me
you amaze me
on a whole nother level 
me &' you , we light the room up ; when we together
anytime we having sex , we gotta break a sweat
cus we some space cadets
&' we dont wanna go to sleep ; cus we too obsessed
w. the high life , &' we gone blast off like a rocket
when the time right , aye when the time right
(VERSE1)
aye your style is impeccable , you so fuckin incredible
you on top of a pedestal , you shine like a bessel boo
sex ville avenue , im tryna buy you the avenue
you a astronaut baby .. everything we do brand new
more water than cancoon , me &' you we some tycoons
we light up a whole room , we hot like may &' june
more love than february , this sh*t aint no fairy tarry 
the highest level you can go , go blow up til legendary
this outta space lingo ; i pour it on when its necessary
you a honor to me , i got that lumber like trees
i wear my heart on my sleeve , you got my heart in my
stomach
w/o a doubt in my mind , im taking off &' you comin
(CHORUS)
you a astronaut chick
&' that's the only thing that matter to me
you amaze me
on a whole nother level 
me &' you , we light the room up ; when we together
anytime we having sex , we gotta break a sweat
cus we some space cadets
&' we dont wanna go to sleep ; cus we too obsessed
w. the high life , &' we gone blast off like a rocket
when the time right , aye when the time right
(VERSE2)
top floor of the penthouse , on the rooftop poppin
bottles
shawty she go both ways , anytime she go smash
models
addicted to the high life ; me &' you , we bout the same
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gucci . louie . prada . when we walk , it aint no thang
got them VVs diamonds , they dont play .. them
b*tches blang
say you wanna go to pluto ; me &' you , we are the
same
everytime we get together , extra fire to the flame
we was made for a space rocket , we dont ride planes
take off . take off , take off , take off , &' blast
these hoes could never compare to you , you in a whole
nother class
you high siddity . you pretty . lights , camera , flash
focus on your future , ain concerned w. your past
(CHORUS)
you a astronaut chick
&' that's the only thing that matter to me
you amaze me
on a whole nother level 
me &' you , we light the room up ; when we together
anytime we having sex , we gotta break a sweat
cus we some space cadets
&' we dont wanna go to sleep ; cus we too obsessed
w. the high life , &' we gone blast off like a rocket
when the time right , aye when the time right.
(VERSE3)
she got the red on the bottom of her shoes
w. a brain like that .. i cant lose
&' it aint nothing for her , i cant do
&' when im w. her , ian got none to prove
she accept me for me &' i take ya for you
we get higher than skyscrapers &' past the moon
we got a special connection &' we can light up a room
we some astronauts baby , no cartoon . we outta here
&' we ain gone never come to earth again
we never gone touch the surf again , designer gear is
all we in
outta space status , the most incredible bond &' its full
of passion
a whole lot of passion
(CHORUS)
you a astronaut chick
&' that's the only thing that matter to me
you amaze me
on a whole nother level 
me &' you , we light the room up ; when we together
anytime we having sex , we gotta break a sweat
cus we some space cadets
&' we dont wanna go to sleep ; cus we too obsessed
w. the high life , &' we gone blast off like a rocket
when the time right , aye when the time right.
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